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I ap t-eciate
critical rea i
th t it
raiaed fe er qu st1ona, I
in detail; but t e answer
longer t an the questio
book.

r long letter and the clase and
c &a of my book. If you had
t have attempted to answer them
e h case would take much
y letter might run into another

I shall content myself~ t erefore. ith making one general
point.
at is that, especially in a book designed for a
gener 1 l 7 au ience, it is impossible to make every qualification needed tor co leta precision and to expand adeq~~tely
on every point. Statements must be constantly made without all
the possible qualifications that might accompany them. !here
is a poi t at which you have to rely upon the reader's common
sense.

I

shall take as a single illustration the first point

you l'aise when you say that on page 14 I leave the impression
that ll0n87 1a mel'ely a medium ot exchange. I fully recopize
that it is also a store of value and that this store of vilue
tuDction ia tmportant 1n determining the value of money and

the wa7 in which people act regarding it.
This is implied,
but not eXplicitly stated 1n my chapter on the Mirage of Inflation When I insist on the tmportance, for example, of the
quality as well as the c;.ant1t:r of money in determining its
puroh&iing powr.
But or tbi purpOse of page 34 it seemed
to me important in diatinguiahing between money and capital
~ diaJI!sa mon8J' in that comparison as "merely the medium of
exbhange.•
To have spoken of the store of value function ot
mone7 at that point would merely have contuaed the readel' and
mad it necessary as well to bring in all sorts of other
irrelevant eona1derations.
ith kind regards,
S1ncerel,-,
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Mr . Henry Hazlitt
Nevv York Times
Nev-1 York, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Hazlitt:
I have just finished reading 11 Economics in One Lesson. 11 It
contains many. masterly presentations explaining the end results
of not taking into consideration the long time view of various
proposals. You did an especially fine job on the ill effects
of extended government credit or debt .
I would like to hand this book to several of my associates
who ere not thoroughly grounded on what the free enterprise
system really means . · There are several statements in the
book, however, that I think might tend to confuse them and
undo much of the good that they would get out of the book .
Some of the statements are very vague .
On page 34 it seems to me you would leave the impression that
money is merely a medium of exchange . Peper money is merely
a medium of exchange, but real money is e measure of wealtha measure of the labor recuired to satisfy a human want . If
it ceases to be real wealth, and thus a measure of the labor
necessary to satisfy a human want, it sooner or later ceases
to be a medium of exchange . If you do not believe this , read
11
The Promises Hen Live By 11 b.y Harry Scherman .
tfuen you are discussing minimum wage laws on page 138 you say,
11
The only exception to this occurs when e group of workers is
receiving a v-mge actually below its market worth . 11 You do not
exnlain how tnis could be . You do not explain how any employer at any perticular time or place could employ anybody for
less than someone else will pay him at that time and at that
place. You seem to overlook the fact that both time and place
are factors in value or worth.
I have an
will tell
less than
thus make

acquaintance who says he \..rill give $100 , 000 if anyone
him how he · can hire a man for even 10 cents a day
he is worth. He says he will employ 100,000 men and
$10,000 a day profit on them .
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I cannot think, nor do I believe anyone else can think, of any
way that a man can employ another for less than he is worth
at a certain time and a certain nlece and continue to do it.
Even if he lies to the man and promises him bigger and better
rewards later on, this trick is soon discovered and tne employer
is not able to employ men for less than they are worth .
Besides his help is constantly changing and his unit cost
runs up instead of being reduced.
You say, 11 This is likely to happen only in special circumstances or localities where competitive forces do not operate
freely or adequately . 11 Then you go on to say, 11but nee.rly all
these s pecial cases could be remedied just as effectively, more
flexibly a.nd with far less potential harm , by unionization. 11
Is it not unionization and discriminatory laws that interfere
with competitive forces? Then how can more unionization
(since every union practices collective bargaining and strikes)
increase competitive forces and prevent some workers getting
less than they are worth? Would not minimum wages set by unions
do exactly the same thing as if they were set by law? Woul~
they not put the man who could not earn the mini mum out of a
job and thus deprive the public of his contribution to the
general welfa..re? How can you take a. stand against minimum
wages by the law and endorse minimum wages by unions? I would
be delighted to have an explanation; I cannot think of any
possible one.
Just hovr do you measure what a man should receive at a certain
time and a certain place if he is not to be hired on the basis
of the man who will do the most for the money? How do you
measure his worth?
On page 141, referring to minimum wages, you say, 11 It would
probably ha.ve been better all around if the government in the
first nlace had frankly subsidized their wages on the private
1vork they 11ere already doing . 11
Did not England try this scheme for years and finally give it
up because it increased poverty rather than decreased it? I
believe it was Malthus who said, after the scheme had been
tried for many years in England, that he believed these laws
administering charity had increased poverty and misery rather
than reduced it .
On page 143 you say, 11 If people are willing to work for less
than they are really worth to him , why should he not take the
fullest advantage of this'? 11 The ansv!er , of course, is that
if he tried to take advantage of people it would soon be
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discovered, and he v-rould be constantly changing help and in
the long run his profits would be less than if he paid enough
so his help would not constantly change .
On page 145 you talk about helping 11 to equalize bargaining
pov1er. 11 You v..oul<1 leave the impression that there is force
in a bargain, or that there is fraud, which is a form of force .
There is nether fraud nor force in any bargain . Both people
are benefited, or believe they are, in any bargain . When force
or power or intimidation is used, it is not a real bargain
but e form of exploitation .
On page 146 you say, "A peaceful strike is possible , 11 and "to
the extent that it remains peaceful, it is a legitimate labor
weapon, even though it is one that should be used rarely and
as a last resort . " Because there is no actual physical force
used does not mean that it is peaceful . The fact that every
union uses the threat of concurrently stopping work makes
every strike non-peaceful. The very belief that employees
will quit concurrently and thus injure by reducing the production and causing the employer's services to cease or be reduced
is a form of force .
I pay taxes for many things and there is no club or gun used .
But I know that if I do not pay them and resist being removed
from my property, there will be force used against me to take
the property from me. That is not peaceful or voluntary taxation. Neither is any strike peaceful .
If a strike with the idea of intimidating and coercing an
employer to pay more than he would voluntarily pay can be
peaceful, then a slow-down could be peaceful . Would you contend
that a slow-down in order to coerce the employer to do something
was peaceful?
And hm.v do you determine a 11 stubborn employer" v1ho has been
underpaying his men? vlhat standard d.o you measure it by if
hiring the man for the least who will do the most is stubborn
and senseless? Would you have the employer or the labor union
come to you every time to determine whether or not a man was
stubborn or underpaying his men, or do you have an impersonal
rule to determine it by? i1hat is this eternal rule by which
you measure what each man shall get?
You deny your statement that 11 a ueaceful strike is possible"
v.rhen you say on the same pe.ge, "But the moment workers have
to use intimidation or violence to enforce their demands the moment they use pickets to prevent any of the old workers
from continuing at their jobs, or to prevent the employer
frpm hiring new permanent workers to te~e their places - their
case becomes questionable . "
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They do not have to have pickets, they just have to use the
threet of QUitting sinultaneously, just as a hold- up man does
not have to pull the trigger in order to pick my pocket. If
threatening to quit simultaneo~sly is ueaceful, then threatening to pull a gun on me in order to take my pocketbook is
peaceful robbery .
On page 219 in the la.s t paragraph you say, "Just as there is no
technical improvement that would not hurt someone , so there
is no change in public taste or morals, even for the better,
the::. t 1-vould not hurt someone . 11 I think this statement is a
half- truth . In the long run a change for the better would not
hurt anybody . Only in the short run do technical improvements
hurt someone materially , and I presume you are talking about
a material hurt . But I think you are loose in not oualifying
it : the hurt is only temporary .
In the long run everybody would be benefited if people were
moral . Hurting a man means taking away from him his ne.tural
rights. I am not hurt when a POliceman ta~es from me an automobile that I have stolen . Yo~ cannot really be hurt permanently or in the long run unless you are deprived of the right
to give as much to another person in exchange as some other
person will give . If someone else gives more for e.n exchange
and I lose my business , I~~ not hurt because I have no right
to the business unless I satsify the customers ' wants to a
greeter degree tnan anyone else i'Till satisfy them . I think
we can do a lot of harm by leaving a loose interpretation of
when a man is hurt .
As I said at the beginning of t!le letter, you he.ve many splendid illustrations that are very convincing. I only 1:Jish you
had seen the things that are unseen, as Bastiat said, on the
above questions .

.

I think I will give the book to a few of my associates and
also give them a copy of this letter. If I am in error in
any of my conclusions, of course I would be very much under
obligation to you if you would correct me . I am a winner
when I am licked in a discussion because I have learned something.
Yours very truly,

R. C. Hoiles
RCH :bdh

